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Q3 - Did you attend any of the support classes delivered by this instructor (Tales Padilha)?
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Q4 - Teaching: clarity, coherence & effectiveness
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1 Teaching: clarity, coherence & effectiveness 4.58



Q5 - If you have any comments on this faculty member (Tales Padilha), please ent…

If you have any comments on this faculty member (Tales Padilha), please ent...

Good classes and teaching all round.

Tales explains concepts very well. He takes the time to answer questions throroughly and precisely

He explains everything in detail

Very enjoyable

Tales offers very conscientious and thorough sessions to complement lectures teaching.



Q6 - Relevance and importance of the course content
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Q7 - Difficulty: was the course
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Q8 - Please rate the learning materials provided for you to complete outside of the classroo…
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1
Please rate the learning materials provided for you to complete outside of the classroom, such as asynchronous

material, problems or other materials posted on Canvas : clarity, coherence, effectiveness, and relevance to taught
sessions
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Q9 - Please rate the learning materials, slides and exercises used in lectures and classes: cl…
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Please rate the learning materials, slides and exercises used in lectures and classes: clarity, coherence,

effectiveness, and relevance to taught sessions
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End of Report

Q10 - If you have any additional feedback on this course, please enter them here:

If you have any additional feedback on this course, please enter them here:

Can split students into 2 streams. Some want to do quantitative finance in the future, but not all of us. For those who
want more training in the more “traditional” finance, we should be given the chance to do so. This course is
completely irrelevant for some.

The level of this course might be too high for students with no econometrics background nor coding experience.

I believe this course sets the MFE apart from standard Finance Master's programmes

Maybe a little bit too much content, this term.

I will copy and paste the same answer to Q2 here to make sure this feedback is well received: Kevin's assignment
instructions have been extremely vague. For every graded assignments, we have to discuss with him over and over
again during each of his office hour regarding what the type of answer he wants for his questions. What is more
confusing is that he often give different explanations to his questions in different office hour sessions and emails,
making the entire process more confusing and less enjoyable, since we often have to change our answers at the last
minute and still worrying about the fact that our answer might not be what he expects to receive.

I feel that at times the computational assignments have questions that could be explained in greater detail to make
them clear to students

Why so much coding??? This was not advertised!

Want more explanations for pre-recorded videos, too brief

This is the only course in the MFE where I felt like the effort I was expected to put into the practical work was fair
compared to the weight of the assignments in the final grade. Even though there are plenty of areas to improve when
setting assignments (which might also be of interest to Kevin since he gets flooded by emails) he is quick to clarify
things. Kevin was also very clear about the grading and curving in the MFE, a topic that other professors enjoyed to
ignore.




